Saint-Simon, Fourier
Courbet
1960s - Burger
"reintegrate art into the praxis of life"

Utopian Socialism

Gautier
Adopted as part of AG by Greenberg 1930s
Lineage of "increasingly autonomous art" Manet > Impressionism > Cubism

"Art for Arts Sake"

"the modern movement in general"
"the practice of radical art"
"cultural opposition to bourgeois norms"

Introduction
Notions of the AG

Anti-academic - disruption of "stable, deep pictorial space"
"new art for a new society"
Constructivism, Bauhaus
revived classicism
"return to the craft"
Socialist Realism
Zhdanov "engineers of human souls"
Rivera, Leger - socialist murals
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Responses to WW1
revived realism
murals, Neue Sachlichkeit

Impresssionism "mere record of external appearances

Consummation of classicism from the Renaissance

and Impressionism

Expressionism "subjective response to the world"
"do violence to the sensible world"

"emancipation of the spiritual energies of the soul"

developed out of Impressionism but rejected it
Difference in emphasis rather than absolute difference
founded Dresden 1905 - included passive members

1911 move to Berlin, more urban subject matter
communal studios
influence of African sculpture

collection of like-minded artists and commercial organisation

nudity and emancipation
new constituency of private dealers - rejection of
Academy and royal patronage
die Brucke

"sinuous line" - "simplified divisions of light and dark"
links with Munch and Van Gogh, but not members
Vauxcelles "Donatello among the wild beasts"

"loose association of artists"

experiments with colour and form

influence of Seurat, Signac, pointillism

Expressionism

Matisse, Derrain

capture effects of Mediterranean sunlight

Fauvism

Matisse "I cannot copy nature in a servile way"

The Dance - link between painting and music
feelings or emotions "expressed" are independent of ownership don't need to be in grip of an emotion to express it artistically
Considerable commercial success

Fauvism and "male gaze"

"invited to identify with the artist who scrutinises the model"

1909 New Artists' Alliance, Munich - Kandinsky, Marc, Macke
"search for things hidden under the veil of appearances > abstraction (Kandinsky)

Blauer Reiter

Marc - animals as means of accessing higher / spiritual realm
Lukacs - "mystical irrationalism", subjectiviwm
Critical Responses

Goebbels - initially supported "volkish" elements in Expressionsim
Later condemned as "Entarte Kunst"
brilliant colour
visual distortion
rejected imitation of nature

Defining characteristics

1930s Malverbot
First use of term Germany 1911
Haxthausen - synonymous with AG in Germany
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stand apart from main AG
"consistently pictorial"
abandonnment of AG commitment
no discernable response to 1930s, WW2 etc
most art produced by (for) men
"art's capacity to set up imaginary circumstances for viewer"

following Manet
"critical self-consciousness about the male gaze"

Bonnard, Matisse, Degas

Introduction

Primitivism

Degas, Bonnard - pastels, rear / blurred view "barrier to penetration". Views into mirrors
problematic. Barriers to spectator ?

Constructivism

Expressionism

Photomontage

Book 2
Art of the Avant
Gardes

Dada

Abstraction

Cubism

Social Emancipation

Dinet - French born, presented indigenous experience

Orientalism

Matisse - "decorative orientalism"

Racim - indigenous painter

Surrealism
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influence of Cezanne

analytical cubism

objects "fragmented and reconstituted on the surface of the canvas"

hermetic cubism

Formalist approach - only Picasso and Braque
only "small visual clues" - letters etc

"relations of adjacency"
still life / picture surface etc
dual meaning of the word in French
suggestions of objects, "clues"
"tension between coherence and fragmentation"
high and low culture - qv Greenberg

Cubism

cubist collage

projection and recession / primitivism and urban culture
influence on Malevich, Constructivism
"trompe l'oeil" - but refuses the pleasure of deception
woodgrain wallpaper
"art of vision" vs "art of conception"
multiple perspectives, "higher truth"
links to mathematics, physics, optics

Historical Significance
Vauxcelles "little cubes"
Linguistics / semiotics - Saussure

sign / signifier / referent

Delaunay, Leger
Salon cubism
Gris
Synthetic Cubism
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Derain's African Mask
Seen by Picasso and
Matisse 1905
Ethnographic museums popular
rejected comparison of primitive art as childish
West can learn from Bushmen's art

Roger Fry 1910

still underlying racist attitudes

Primitivism

Rubin - Primitivism
Exhibition MOMA 1984

"elective affinity" led Picasso to base art on masks

romantic primitivism (Gaugin)
emotional primitivism (Brucke, Blauer Reiter)
intellectual primitivism (Picasso)
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Goldwater (1986)

"the logical and inevitable conclusion" - Barr
exploring "technical features of art itself"
"departure from verisimilitude" - Gaugin

Symbolist crits of materialism
Sought a painting based on music

Kandinsky - spiritualism, Theosophy

Mondrian - impact of cubism
extreme faceting / developed from landscapes
later abandoned symetry / only primary colours

Suprematism - supremacy of "pure feeling"
Victory over the Sun -

Abstraction

Futurist opera

Malevich - impact of cubist collage

An Englishman in Moscow 1914

Ben Nicholson
English Abstraction

Barbara Hepworth
Henry Moore
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Constructive - Constructivism, Bauhaus
Negative - Futurism, Dada
Burger "historical AGs" 1910-1930
constest separation of art from life

AG became pejorative term - Stalinism and Nazism
"less an entity, more a social process"
"the idea that life can be different"

Marxism - Breton, Aragon
Surrealism

Popular Front 1936 - criticism of PCF

Social Emancipation

Constructivism - art and everyday life
Marinetti - links with fascism
Futurism

Boccioni- anti-fascist
Vorticism - UK
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Limitations of art after WW1 - parodied
"dehumanising technology"
Anti-Art

Negation of art through practice
Evolution of understanding of art - Duchamp
Tristan Tzara, Marcel Janco (RO)

Founded Zurich 1916 Cabaret Voltaire
German speaking but neutral

Hugo Ball - German stage director
Used collage (Cubism), sound poetry (Futurism),
masks (Primitivism)

Dada

Abstract painting
Arp Laws of Chance
use of text and imagery
Dada in Berlin - Bolshevism
Grosz, Hoch
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photomontage
links with mass culture

Geometric and abstract merge theory and practice
1918 "the artist is now merely a constructor and technician"
"functional use of industrial materials" - emphasis on the surface

Emphasis on compositon and
construction - utilitarian art

idealisation of the machine and the worker
qv Fordism in USA
Tatlin, visit to Paris 1914
Monument to the Third International
1920s - constructivist architecture, kiosks etc

tektonika / konstruktsiya / faktura

Popova - fabric production

Constructivism

Led to market involvement, mass production, NEP
1920s - abstract metal sculptures /models
Workers Club 1925

1921 - Rodchenko Pure Colour series
Withdrawal from painting

Posters and photomontage
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Invention of photography 1839 > Pictorialism
art, etching, drawing imitations
Pierce - sign types
Symbolic / Iconic / Indexical

Combination printing - early photomontage
Based on history paintings

Henry Robinson Bringing Home the May 1862

Cropping - Rodchenko Portrait of Mother
Cartier-Bresson on cropping
scientific photography - xray, developing tricks, time delay
light, reflection
compositional techniques - angles, close-ups depth of field

Modernism and photography
Medium specific effects

Tool for "awakening the senses"
war-torn economy - building new society
Unusual viewing angles - emphasise new, Soviet way of looking
revolutionising everyday life

USSR Rodchenko
Photography offered more than painting

modernising intelligensia - technocratic culture

Photomontage

origins in Berlin Dada - Heartfield, Grosz, Hoch

Germany

Political Photomontage
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Artistic and cultural project - Marx + Freud
Origins in Dada

1915 WW1
psychoanalysis

Freud -dreams =
"picture puzzles" llout

1924 First Manifesto of Surrealism

targeted Catholicism, utopian
automatism - Masson
more political
Breton, Aragon joined PCF 1927

Breton
1929 Second Manifesto of Surrealism

Problems of cultural / political autonomy
Rise of Stalinism and Nazism
Dali expelled 1934

Surrealism
1930s - surrealist objects

Dali "materialise images of concrete irrationality"

Max Ernst
1920s paintings - Two Children Threatened by Nightingale
1929 Collage Novels La Femme 100 Tetes
Women merely symbolic - "idealised objects of desire"

Eroticism of the chance encounter

Androgyny - Claude Cahun, Man Ray
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